FORMAT C-2
Declaration about criminal antecedents of candidates set up by the party
Name of Political Party: MAKKAL NEEDHI MAIAM
*Name of Election: GENERAL ELECTIONS TO THE LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY OF TAMIL NADU, 2021
Name of State: TAMIL NADU
1
Si.
No

2
Name of
the
candidate

3

4

Name of the
constituency

Pending criminal cases

Name of court,
case no. & status
of the case(s)

1.

REVATHY

PONNAMALLE

2.

ILLANGO

TAMBARAM

3.

ANUSHA
RAVI

TIRUPUR
SOUTH

Sections of the acts
concerned & brief
description of offences
(s)

294(b) , 353 IPC( sings,
recites or utters any
obscene song, ballad or
FAST TRACK
words, in or near any
COURT
public place/ Assault
ALANDUR,
or criminal force to
528/2016
deter public servant
from discharge of his
duty)
294(b) , 353 506 (i) OF
IPC ( sings, recites or
utters any obscene
XVIII
song, ballad or words,
METROPOLITIA
in or near any public
N MAGISTRATE
place/Assault or
COURT,
criminal force to deter
SAIDAPET,
public servant from
975/2015
discharge of his
duty/Punishment for
criminal intimidation)
JUDICIAL
120A,468,471,420, 418,
MAGISTRATE
423, 424, 405 IPC/
CC 80/ 2021,
criminal conspiracy
219/2014

5
Details about cases of
conviction for criminal
offenses
Description
Name of
of offence(s)
court &
&
date(s) of
punishment
order(s)
imposed

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

4

5

6

SIVAGANGA

JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE,
CC38/2017

NANDAK
UMAR

PERUNTHURA
I

JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE,
CC31/2014,
CC127/2014,
CC84/2018,
CC86/2018,
STC774/2018,
CC99/2020

SHAKILA

FAST TRACK
COURT,
PENNAGARAM
DARMAPURI ,
(47,49,50) OF
2020/ case pending

NESAM
JOSEPH

468,471,420 IPC
(Forgery for purpose
of cheating/ Using as
genuine a forged/
Cheating and
dishonestly inducing
delivery of property )
294(b), 342, 384, 506
(i), 506 (ii) , 417, 418,
374, 323, 324,341 IPC
(sings, recites or utters
any obscene song,
ballad or words, in or
near any public place/
Punishment for
wrongful confinement /
Punishment for
extortion/Punishment
for criminal
intimidation/Punishme
nt for criminal
intimidation/
Punishment for
cheating/ Cheating
with knowledge that
wrongful loss may
ensue to person whose
interest offender is
bound to protect/
Having possession of
document/ Punishment
for voluntarily causing
hurt/Voluntarily
causing hurt by
dangerous weapons or
means/ Punishment for
wrongful restraint)
138 OF NI ACT/
Dishonour of cheque
for insufficiency, etc.,
of funds in the account

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

7

8

VIVEKAN
ANDAN

PRABHU

RAJAPALAYA
M

CRIME NO
404/2020,
TENKASI/ FIR is
pendng, yet to
reach court

SANKARANKO
VIL

JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE ,
CC437/2019,
TIRUNELVELI/
case pending

143, 270 IPC (unlawful
assembly)
153A , 188, 505 (1) (K),
505 (2) IPC (
Promoting enmity
between different
groups on grounds of
religion, race, place of
birth, residence,
language, etc., and
doing acts prejudicial
to maintenance of
harmony/
Disobedience to order
duly promulgated by
public servant/
/Whoever makes,
publishes or circulates
any statement, rumour
or report)
143,188,270 - IPC
(unlawful assembly./
Disobedience to order
duly promulgated by
public servant/
Malignant act likely to
spread infection of
disease dangerous to
life)

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

9

MANIMA
RAN

VIRUDHUNAG
AR

CRIME NO
529/2020,
VIRUDHUNAGA
R , UNDER
INVESTIGATIO
N - CASE
PENDING

10

ABUBACK
ER
SIDDIQ

TIRUCHIRAPP
ALLI WEST

STC 287/2018 –
CASE PENDING

143, 290, 41 (b) (a)
TNCP (unlawful
assembly )

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

STC NO 846/2020,
CR NO 763/2019 –
CASE PENDING

143, 341, 283, 143, 353,
7(1) (a) unlawful
assembly/Punishment
for wrongful
restraint/Danger or
obstruction in public
way or line of
navigation/Assault or
criminal force to deter
public servant from

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

11

K.M
SAREEF

THOUSAND
LIGHTS

discharge of his duty/
with intent to cause
any person to abstain
from doing or to do
any act)
12

13

VETRIVE
L

ANBIN
POIYAMO
ZHI

14

BABU J

15

SENTHIL
RAJ

VEDASANDUR

CRIME NO
1008/2020 – CASE
PENDING

TINDIVANAM

JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE
,CC230/2013 ,
TINDIVANAM –
CASE PENDING

GUDALUR

JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE,
CR NO 155/2019
& 153/2019 –
CASE PENDING

VALPARAI

FIR NO
1106/2018,
KOVAI – CASE
PENDING

143, 188, 269 (
unlawful assembly)
143, 341, 188, 155A ,
506 (i) (an unlawful
assembly / Punishment
for wrongful
restraint/Disobedience
to order duly
promulgated by public
servant/ Liability of
person for whose
benefit riot is
committed/Punishment
for criminal
intimidation )
286 IPC , 4A (1a) 4
TNOPPAD ACT ,
GUDALUR (Negligent
conduct with respect to
explosive substance/
Extension of Code to
extra-territorial
offences)
153A , 505(2) IPC
(Promoting enmity
between different
groups on grounds of
religion, race, place of
birth, residence,
language, etc., and
doing acts prejudicial
to maintenance of
harmony/ Whoever
makes, publishes or
circulates any
statement, rumour or
report)

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

16

17

18

RAM
KUMAR

GUNASEK
ARAN

KAMAL
HASAAN

TIRUMANGAL
AM

CASE NO 24/2019
– CASE
PENDING

ANDIPATTY

CR NO 369/2018,
68/2020, 482/2020
- CASE
PENDING

COIMBATORE
SOUTH

Before the 1st –
District Munsif
cum Judicial
Magistrate,

147, 148, 323,384,
506(2) ( Punishment
for rioting/ Rioting,
armed with deadly
weapon/ Punishment
for voluntarily causing
hurt/Punishment for
extortion/Punishment
for criminal
intimidation)
151 Cr.PC, 143, 341,
283 IPC , 294(b) , 323,
324, 379, 506 (ii) , 294
IPC (A police officer
knowing of a design to
commit any cognizable
offence may arrest,
without orders from a
Magistrate and
without a warrant/
unlawful assembly,
shall be punished with
/Punishment for
wrongful
restraint/Danger or
obstruction in public
way or line of
navigation/sings,
recites or utters any
obscene song, ballad or
words, in or near any
public
place/Punishment for
voluntarily causing
hurt/Voluntarily
causing hurt by
dangerous weapons or
means/Punishment for
theft/Punishment for
criminal
intimidation/Obscene
acts and songs)
Section: 153A and
295A of IPCAllegation for
promoting enmity

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

19

Snehan

Virugambakkam

Aravakurichi –
CC 12 of 2021 –
Filed recently
based on FIR No:
154/2019 before
Aravakurichi,
Police Station,
Karur.

between different
groups on grounds of
religions, race, place of
birth, residence
language, etc.,

FIR No: 305/2018,
Thoothukudi
South Police
Station,
Thoothukudi. (
Petition to Quash
FIR has been filed
as – Crl O.P No.
3884 of 2021,
before the High
Court of Madras,
Madurai Bench.

Section 143, 188 and
153A of IPC –
Allegation for
Unlawful Assembly,
Disobedience to order
duly promulgated by
public servant and
Promoting enmity
between different
groups on grounds of
religion, race, place of
birth, residence,
language, etc.

Before the Judicial
Magistrate Court,
Valliyoor
CC 91 of 2017 –
Petition to Quash
the compliant has
been filed as
Crl.O.P. (MD). No
5690 of 2017,
before the High
Court of Madras,
Madurai Bench.

Section: 298 of IPC –
Allegation for Uttering
words, etc., with
deliberate intent to
wound the religious
feelings of any person

CR No : 486/2020,
Thirumayam
Police Station,
Pudukottai,
District

Section 279,337 IPC Rash driving or riding
on a public way

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLICABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

NOT
APPLICABLE

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

20

21

JAGADIS
H KUMAR

Senthil
Arumugam

KOLATHUR

PALLAVARAM

JUDICIAL
MAGISTRATE,
CC NO 10/2018,
POONAMALLEE
- CASE
PENDING

B.A.NO
2260/2015,
XVIIIMETROPO
LITAN
MAGISTRATE
COURT,
SAIDAPET.
CRIME NO
2641/15, E3
TEYNAMPET
POLICE
STATION.

294(b) , 341,506, 352
(sings, recites or utters
any obscene song,
ballad or words, in or
near any public
place/Punishment for
wrongful
restraint/Punishment
for criminal
intimidation/Whoever
assaults or uses
criminal force to any
person otherwise than
on grave and sudden
provocation given by
that person)

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

151 CRPC R/W;
7(1)(a) CLA ACTParticipated in a
protest opposing
TASMAC.

NOT
APPLIC
ABLE

NOT
APPLICAB
LE

Format C-7
(For political parties to publish in the newspapers, social media platforms and website of the Party)
Information regarding individuals with pending criminal cases, who have been selected as candidates
along with the reasons for such selection, as also as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates.
(As per the Commission’s direction issued in pursuance of the Order dated 13.02.2020 of the Hon’ble
Supreme Court in contempt petition (C) no. 2192 of 2018 in WP(C) no. 536 of 2011)
Name of the Political Party: MAKKAL NEEDHI MAIAM
Name of the Election: GENERAL ELECTIONS TO THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF TAMIL NADU 2021.
Name of the State: TAMIL NADU
(1) Name of the Constituency PONNAMALLE
Name of the Candidate REVATHY
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

294(b) , 353 IPC( sings, recites or
utters any obscene song, ballad
or words, in or near any public
place/ Assault or criminal force
to deter public servant from
discharge of his duty)
528/2016
FAST TRACK COURT ALANDUR
YES
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
Based on the representation of
the Candidates, the Party
earnestly believes that the
candidate has been wrongly
implicated in the case and the
Candidate has taken appropriate
legal recourse to ensure the
honorable acquittal.
The Candidate has the passion,
dedication and commitment to
work for the welfare of the

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

people.
The Candidate has avowed to
fight against corruption, which
the MNM wants to eradicate
totally.
The Candidate shall be available
for the constituency people to
address all their day to day
concerns The Party sincerely
believes that the Candidate is
the best choice among willing
applicants to make the right
representation for the people of
his constituency in the Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

(2) Name of the Constituency TAMBARAM
Name of the Candidate ILLANGO

SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.

Case No.
Name of the Court

d.

Whether charges have been framed or not

294(b) , 353 506 (i) OF IPC (
sings, recites or utters any
obscene song, ballad or words,
in or near any public
place/Assault or criminal force to
deter public servant from
discharge of his
duty/Punishment for criminal
intimidation)
975/2015
XVIII METROPOLITIAN
MAGISTRATE COURT, SAIDAPET
YES

(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

2

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of other
personal commitments.

(3) Name of the Constituency TIRUPUR SOUTH
Name of the Candidate ANUSHA RAVI
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

120A,468,471,420, 418, 423,
424, 405 IPC/ criminal conspiracy
and Breach of Trust

b.
c.
d.

2

3

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

(4) Name of the Constituency SIVAGANGA
Name of the Candidate NESAM JOSEPH

CC 80/ 2021, 219/2014
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
Based on the representation of
the Candidates, the Party
earnestly believes that the
candidate has been wrongly
implicated in the case and the
Candidate has taken appropriate
legal recourse to ensure the
honourable acquittal.
The Candidate has the passion,
dedication and commitment to
work for the welfare of the
people.
The Candidate has avowed to
fight against corruption, which
the MNM wants to eradicate
totally.
The Candidate shall be available
for the constituency people to
address all their day to day
concerns The Party sincerely
believes that the Candidate is
the best choice among willing
applicants to make the right
representation for the people of
his constituency in the Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.
d.

2

3

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

468,471,420 IPC (Forgery for
purpose of cheating/ Using as
genuine a forged/ Cheating and
dishonestly inducing delivery of
property )
CC38/2017
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of aligning
with overall requirements to

fight an electoral battle.

(5) Name of the Constituency PERUNTHURAI
Name of the Candidate NANDAKUMAR
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.

c.
d.

2

Case No.

Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

294(b), 342, 384, 506 (i), 506 (ii) ,
417, 418, 374, 323, 324,341 IPC
(sings, recites or utters any
obscene song, ballad or words,
in or near any public place/
Punishment for wrongful
confinement / Punishment for
extortion/Punishment for
criminal
intimidation/Punishment for
criminal intimidation/
Punishment for cheating/
Cheating with knowledge that
wrongful loss may ensue to
person whose interest offender
is bound to protect/ Having
possession of document/
Punishment for voluntarily
causing hurt/Voluntarily causing
hurt by dangerous weapons or
means/ Punishment for wrongful
restraint)
CC31/2014, CC127/2014,
CC84/2018, CC86/2018,
STC774/2018, CC99/2020
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE
YES
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
Based on the representation of
the Candidates, the Party
earnestly believes that the
candidate has been wrongly
implicated in the case and the
Candidate has taken appropriate
legal recourse to ensure the

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

honourable acquittal.
The Candidate has the passion,
dedication and commitment to
work for the welfare of the
people.
The Candidate has avowed to
fight against corruption, which
the MNM wants to eradicate
totally.
The Candidate shall be available
for the constituency people to
address all their day to day
concerns The Party sincerely
believes that the Candidate is
the best choice among willing
applicants to make the right
representation for the people of
his constituency in the Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

(6) Name of the Constituency PENNAGARAM
Name of the Candidate SHAKILA
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.

Case No.
Name of the Court

d.

Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
Date of conviction, if any
Details of punishment undergone, If any
Any other information required to be given

e.
f.
g.

138 OF NI ACT/ Dishonour of
cheque for insufficiency, etc., of
funds in the account
(47,49,50) OF 2020
FAST TRACK COURT,
DARMAPURI
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil

2

The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of other
personal commitments.

(7) Name of the Constituency RAJAPALAYAM
Name of the Candidate VIVEKANANDAN
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences
b.
Case No.
c.
Name of the Court
d.
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any

143, 270 IPC (unlawful assembly)
404/2020
NOT APPLICABLE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

2

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

(8) Name of the Constituency SANKARANKOVIL
Name of the Candidate PRABHU
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

153A , 188, 505 (1) (K), 505 (2)
IPC ( Promoting enmity between
different groups on grounds of

b.
c.

Case No.
Name of the Court

d.

2

3

Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

religion, race, place of birth,
residence, language, etc., and
doing acts prejudicial to
maintenance of harmony/
Disobedience to order duly
promulgated by public servant/
/Whoever makes, publishes or
circulates any statement,
rumour or report)
CC437/2019
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
TIRUNELVELI
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other

limitations in terms of aligning
with overall requirements to
fight an electoral battle.

(9) Name of the Constituency VIRUDHUNAGAR
Name of the Candidate MANIMARAN
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

143,188,270 - IPC (unlawful
assembly./ Disobedience to
order duly promulgated by
public servant/ Malignant act
likely to spread infection of
disease dangerous to life)
529/2020,
NOT APPLICABLE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of aligning
with overall requirements to
fight an electoral battle.

(10) Name of the Constituency TIRUCHIRAPPALLI WEST
Name of the Candidate ABUBACKER SIDDIQ
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences
b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

143, 290, 41 (b) (a) TNCP
(unlawful assembly )
STC 287/2018
NOT APPLICABLE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency.

(11) Name of the Constituency THOUSAND LIGHTS
Name of the Candidate K.M SAREEF
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.

Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

143, 341, 283, 143, 353, 7(1) (a)
unlawful assembly/Punishment
for wrongful restraint/Danger or
obstruction in public way or line
of navigation/Assault or criminal
force to deter public servant
from discharge of his duty/ with
intent to cause any person to
abstain from doing or to do any
act)
STC NO 846/2020, CR NO
763/2019
NOT APPLICABLE
YES
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

(12) Name of the Constituency VEDASANDUR
Name of the Candidate VETRIVEL
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences
b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

143, 188, 269 ( unlawful
assembly)
1008/2020
NOT APPLICABLE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of aligning
with overall requirements to
fight an electoral battle.

(13) Name of the Constituency TINDIVANAM
Name of the Candidate ANBIN POIYAMOZHI
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.

Case No.
Name of the Court

143, 341, 188, 155A , 506 (i) (an
unlawful assembly / Punishment
for wrongful
restraint/Disobedience to order
duly promulgated by public
servant/ Liability of person for
whose benefit riot is
committed/Punishment for
criminal intimidation )
CC230/2013
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,

d.

Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

2

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

TINDIVANAM
YES
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of other
personal commitments.

(14) Name of the Constituency GUDALUR
Name of the Candidate BABU J
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

286 IPC , 4A (1a) 4 TNOPPAD ACT

b.
c.
d.

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

2

3

, GUDALUR (Negligent conduct
with respect to explosive
substance/ Extension of Code to
extra-territorial offences)
CR NO 155/2019 & 153/2019
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
Based on the representation of
the Candidates, the Party
earnestly believes that the
candidate has been wrongly
implicated in the case and the
Candidate has taken appropriate
legal recourse to ensure the
honourable acquittal.
The Candidate has the passion,
dedication and commitment to
work for the welfare of the
people.
The Candidate has avowed to
fight against corruption, which
the MNM wants to eradicate
totally.
The Candidate shall be available
for the constituency people to
address all their day to day
concerns The Party sincerely
believes that the Candidate is
the best choice among willing
applicants to make the right
representation for the people of
his constituency in the Assembly.

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

(15) Name of the Constituency VALPARAI
Name of the Candidate SENTHIL RAJ
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

153A , 505(2) IPC (Promoting

b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

enmity between different groups
on grounds of religion, race,
place of birth, residence,
language, etc., and doing acts
prejudicial to maintenance of
harmony/ Whoever makes,
publishes or circulates any
statement, rumour or report)
1106/2018,
NOT APPLICABLE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

(16) Name of the Constituency TIRUMANGALAM
Name of the Candidate RAM KUMAR
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

147, 148, 323,384, 506(2) (
Punishment for rioting/ Rioting,
armed with deadly weapon/
Punishment for voluntarily
causing hurt/Punishment for
extortion/Punishment for
criminal intimidation)
CASE NO 24/2019
NOT APPLICABLE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
Based on the representation of
the Candidates, the Party
earnestly believes that the
candidate has been wrongly
implicated in the case and the
Candidate has taken appropriate
legal recourse to ensure the
honourable acquittal.
The Candidate has the passion,
dedication and commitment to
work for the welfare of the
people.
The Candidate has avowed to

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

fight against corruption, which
the MNM wants to eradicate
totally.
The Candidate shall be available
for the constituency people to
address all their day to day
concerns The Party sincerely
believes that the Candidate is
the best choice among willing
applicants to make the right
representation for the people of
his constituency in the Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of other
personal commitments.

(17) Name of the Constituency ANDIPATTY
Name of the Candidate GUNASEKARAN
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

151 Cr.PC, 143, 341, 283 IPC ,
294(b) , 323, 324, 379, 506 (ii) ,
294 IPC (A police officer knowing
of a design to commit any
cognizable offence may arrest,
without orders from a
Magistrate and without a
warrant/ unlawful assembly,
shall be punished with
/Punishment for wrongful
restraint/Danger or obstruction
in public way or line of
navigation/sings, recites or
utters any obscene song, ballad
or words, in or near any public
place/Punishment for voluntarily
causing hurt/Voluntarily causing
hurt by dangerous weapons or

b.

Case No.

c.
d.

2

3

Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

means/Punishment for
theft/Punishment for criminal
intimidation/Obscene acts and
songs)
CR NO 369/2018, 68/2020,
482/2020
NOT APPLICABLE
YES
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
Based on the representation of
the Candidates, the Party
earnestly believes that the
candidate has been wrongly
implicated in the case and the
Candidate has taken appropriate
legal recourse to ensure the
honourable acquittal.
The Candidate has the passion,
dedication and commitment to
work for the welfare of the
people.
The Candidate has avowed to
fight against corruption, which
the MNM wants to eradicate
totally.
The Candidate shall be available
for the constituency people to
address all their day to day
concerns The Party sincerely
believes that the Candidate is
the best choice among willing
applicants to make the right
representation for the people of
his constituency in the Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

(18) Name of the Constituency COIMBATORE SOUTH
Name of the Candidate KAMALHAASAN
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

Section: 153A and 295A of IPCAllegation for promoting enmity
between different groups on
grounds of religions, race, place
of birth, residence language,
etc.,
Section 143, 188 and 153A of IPC
– Allegation for Unlawful
Assembly, Disobedience to order
duly promulgated by public
servant and Promoting enmity
between different groups on
grounds of religion, race, place
of birth, residence, language,
etc.

b.

Case No.

c.

Name of the Court

d.

2

Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Section: 298 of IPC – Allegation
for Uttering words, etc., with
deliberate intent to wound the
religious feelings of any person
CC 12 of 2021, CC 91 of 2017, FIR
No: 305/2018
Before the 1st – District Munsif
cum Judicial Magistrate,
Aravakurichi
Before the Judicial Magistrate
Court, Valliyoor
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of other
personal commitments.

(19) Name of the Constituency VIRUGAMBAKKAM
Name of the Candidate SNEHAN
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences
b.
c.
d.

2

Case No.
Name of the Court
Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Section 279,337 IPC - Rash
driving or riding on a public way
CR No : 486/2020
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
Based on the representation of
the Candidates, the Party
earnestly believes that the

3

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

candidate has been wrongly
implicated in the case and the
Candidate has taken appropriate
legal recourse to ensure the
honourable acquittal.
The Candidate has the passion,
dedication and commitment to
work for the welfare of the
people.
The Candidate has avowed to
fight against corruption, which
the MNM wants to eradicate
totally.
The Candidate shall be available
for the constituency people to
address all their day to day
concerns The Party sincerely
believes that the Candidate is
the best choice among willing
applicants to make the right
representation for the people of
his constituency in the Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of aligning
with overall requirements to
fight an electoral battle.

(20) Name of the Constituency KOLATHUR
Name of the Candidate JAGADISH KUMAR
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

294(b) , 341,506, 352 (sings,
recites or utters any obscene
song, ballad or words, in or near
any public place/Punishment for
wrongful restraint/Punishment
for criminal
intimidation/Whoever assaults

b.
c.

Case No.
Name of the Court

d.

2

3

Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

or uses criminal force to any
person otherwise than on grave
and sudden provocation given by
that person)
CC NO 10/201
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
POONAMALLEE
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency
and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of aligning
with overall requirements to
fight an electoral battle.

(21) Name of the Constituency PALLAVARAM
Name of the Candidate SENTHIL KUMAR
SI
NO.
1

Criminal Antecedents
a.
Nature of the Offences

b.

Case No.

c.

Name of the Court

d.

2

3

Whether charges have been framed or not
(YES/NO)
e.
Date of conviction, if any
f.
Details of punishment undergone, If any
g.
Any other information required to be given
The reasons for the selection of the candidate.

Reasons as to why other individuals without criminal
antecedents could not be selected as candidates

151 CRPC R/W; 7(1)(a) CLA ACTParticipated in a protest
opposing TASMAC.
B.A.NO 2260/2015, CRIME NO
2641/15
XVIIIMETROPOLITAN
MAGISTRATE COURT, SAIDAPET
NO
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Nil
The Party earnestly believes that
the case has been wrongly
foisted on the candidate and
that the Candidate shall be
acquitted in the case. The
Candidate is committed to social
welfare and has the sincerity,
passion and commitment to
serve the people. Our Party is
committed to eradicating
corruption and the Candidate
shall relentlessly fight against
any corruption in his
constituency. The Candidate
shall be accessible to the
constituency people to address
their concerns and resolve their
problems promptly. The Party
sincerely believes that the
Candidate will make the right
representation for the people of
his/her constituency in the
Assembly.
For reasons mentioned above,
the candidate is in a better
position to represent and serve
the people of the constituency

and the Party than the others
who opted to contest. The
others who had opted had other
limitations in terms of time
available to spend in
constituency

C.K. Kumaravel
General Secretary, Propaganda
MAKKAL NEEDHI MAIAM

